MISSY DUNE

By DUNESIDE PERCH p,2,1:50.2 ($160,325) by Cam's Card Shark p,3,1:50; Sire of 125 in 2:00; 55 in 1:55 including EVERGREEN ELITE p,4,1:48.4, UNLOCKED p,4,1:49f, CAPTAIN RHETT p,3,1:54.8, DUKE DUNE p,1:50.1, BUCKLEGIRL BOBBETTE (M) p,1:50.3, DR. DRAKE RAMORAY p,4,1:51.2, DAKOTA JACK p,1:51f, DAKOTA ROADSTER p,1:51.1, DUNE IN RED (M) p,4,1:51.2, DAND D DUNE p,3,1:52.3, DINKY DUNE p,3,1:51.4, etc. 2018 two-year-olds include PERCH (M) p,2,1:58.2, SPECIAL DUCK (M) p,2,1:59.4, etc.

1st Dam

WITCH HANOVER p,3,1:58.3h ....................
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